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Import orders drop by 12pc in January

Bangladesh's import orders dropped by more than 12 per cent or nearly US$663 million in January last due to

supply chain disruption caused by the coronavirus outbreak in China. Opening of letters of credit (LCs), generally

known as import orders, came down to $4.63 billion in January from $5.29 billion a month ago, according to the

central bank's latest data. "The country's overall imports are maintaining a falling trend in the recent months

mainly due to global economic slowdown and coronavirus outbreak in Wuhan of China," a senior official of the

Bangladesh Bank (BB) told the FE. The central banker also predicted that the falling import trend might continue

until June this year. "We've to wait another couple of months to know about the real impact of the coronavirus

outbreak on our economy," the BB official said. Also, the settlement of LCs, generally known as actual import, in

terms of value, fell by nearly 9.0 per cent to $4.54 billion in January from $4.98 billion in the previous month.

Supply chain management is the management of the flow of goods and services and includes all processes that

transform raw materials into finished products. Rahel Ahmed, managing director (MD) and chief executive officer

(CEO) of Prime Bank Limited, said the domestic demand particularly for back-to-back import of ready-made

garment (RMG) accessories declined slightly mainly due to lower export earnings recently.
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https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/trade-market/import-orders-drop-by-12pc-in-january-1583951790

Economy shows mix trend: ICCB

The performance of Bangladesh economy in 2019 with reference to global, macro and micro levels presents a

mixed picture. Globally, the country did not suffer any major setback during the year, but some headwind

stemmed from slowed-down export and import due to shrinking global economic growth. The country recoded an

estimated 8.15 per cent GDP growth in FY19 - considered by Asian Development Bank (ADB) to be the fastest-

growing economy in the Asia-Pacific region, according to an editorial of the quarterly news bulletin of

International Chamber of Commerce Bangladesh's (ICCB) released on Wednesday. Such growth was possible due

to strides by finding new markets for its exports and attracting large number of foreign investors as well as

investing in a variety of mega modernisation projects. The FDI also increased to 5.36 per cent year-on-year during

July-October period of FY20, the report noted. According to World Bank Chief Economist for the South Asia region,

Hans Timmer, the high frequency data shows that “Bangladesh is doing better than the rest of the region,

especially than India, Sri Lanka and Pakistan. We see that in industrial production; we see that in exports.”

Bangladesh’s exports earning during 2019 (calendar year) was $39.33 billion which was $39.25 billion in the year

before. Import payment during 2019 was $59.09 billion against 60.49 billion in 2018. Remittance earnings, which

grew by 9.8 per cent, stood at $20 billion at the end of 2019 - boosted by depreciation of Taka and cash incentives

given at the rate of 2.0 per cent of the remitted amount.

https://www.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/economy/bangladesh/economy-shows-mix-trend-iccb-1583916755
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https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/infrastructure-equipment-market-booming-mega-projects-

1879594

Banks’ CSR spending rises by 47.22pc in July-Dec

Banks’ spending on corporate social responsibility increased by 47.22 per cent or Tk 277.50 crore in the second

half of 2019 against expenses for the segment in the same period in the previous year. A latest Bangladesh Bank

report on CSR spending released on Wednesday showed that the scheduled banks spent Tk 408.58 crore in July-

December last year against their spending of Tk 277.50 crore in the same period of previous year. As per the CSR

expenditure guidelines of the BB, banks are allowed to spend money on philanthropic purposes from their net

profit earnings with no limit on expenditure. Although the banks increased their CSR spending, the entities failed

to follow the BB’s instruction on sector-wise spending limit. Of the CSR expenses, banks spent the highest Tk

123.76 crore on disaster management, representing 30.29 per cent of their total spending, in violation of the BB

guidelines on CSR expenditure that do not allow the banks to spend more than 10 per cent of the CSR allocation

on disaster management.
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Bangladesh to benefit from coronavirus fallout: survey 

Bangladesh will benefit from the fallout of the coronavirus as most of the globally renowned companies are

planning to shift work orders from China to other Asian countries, including Bangladesh, according to a new

survey. Hong Kong-based QIMA, a leading provider of supply chain compliance solutions and which partners with

brands, retailers and importers to secure, manage and optimise their global supply network, surveyed the

executives of more than 200 globally renowned companies between February and early March. Half of the survey

respondents are considering shifting supplier sourcing away from China to new countries or regions, including

Vietnam India, and Bangladesh, as well as near-shoring and re-shoring options, the survey report said on Tuesday.

Nine out of 10 businesses report being affected by the Covid-19 epidemic, with US-based respondents more likely

to be hit than EU-based companies and the regions reliant on Chinese suppliers feeling the most impact.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/bangladesh-benefit-coronavirus-fallout-survey-1879684

https://www.newagebd.net/article/101920/banks-csr-spending-rises-by-4722pc-in-july-dec

Infrastructure equipment market booming on mega projects 

Bangladesh's infrastructure equipment manufacturing sector is undergoing sweeping changes to meet the

increased demand brought on by the implementation of the government's mega projects to accelerate economic

growth. The demand for highly advanced infrastructure equipment started its ascent when the government began

construction of world-class development projects such as the Padma bridge, Rooppur nuclear power plant,

Matarbari power plants, Karnaphuli Tunnel and Dhaka Metro Rail. With the impetus, the country's infrastructure

equipment market has grown steadily for the last three to four years. In 2019, the market size for infrastructure

equipment was about Tk 1,500 crore. In 2001, it was less than Tk 100 crore, according to market players. In the

last two years alone, the demand for heavy-duty equipment increased almost 200 per cent. "The amount of

infrastructure and construction equipment that entered the country in the last two years is equivalent to the total

import of such machinery for the last 20 years," said managing director of BEC.
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Pushed into a tight corner banks put up a spirited fight against the mounting default loans last year, as their loan

recovery went up 15.46 per cent. Banks retrieved Tk 15,465 crore from defaulters in 2019, according to data from

the Bangladesh Bank.  The positive news comes at a time when the majority of the banks are mired in problems,

including a lack of corporate governance and an upward trend of defaulted loans. "Banks are suffocating under the

burden of the defaulted loans and they have no way other than to give all-out efforts to recover the delinquent

loans," said Md Arfan Ali, managing director of Bank Asia. There was no scope for banks but to adopt a strong loan

recovery programme to run their operations. But another managing director of a bank said the recovery of

defaulted loans would have been much better had the central bank not offered the relaxed rescheduling facility.

The facility allows defaulters to reschedule classified loans by making a down payment of only 2 per cent of their

outstanding amount instead of the existing 10-50 per cent.

Postal savings schemes go digital 

The government yesterday initiated the automation of ordinary and fixed deposit accounts under Post Office

Savings Bank to ensure transparency and prevent affluent people from abusing the high interest-bearing tools

designed for marginal and low-income groups. "I don't want the businessmen to take advantage of it. Only the

targeted beneficiaries will receive the benefit," said Finance Minister AHM Mustafa Kamal while inaugurating the

web-based database at a programme held at the secretariat in Dhaka. The automation, which will allow people to

open accounts and deposit and withdraw funds very quickly, will get rid of the misuse of the benefit under the

existing system, he said. The database will keep in check the investment within the limit as well as ensure the

transparency of the funds, said the finance division in a press release. The automation will be completed by March

17, the minister said at the programme.
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Silver lining for the banking sector as loan recovery soars in 2019 

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/silver-lining-the-banking-sector-loan-recovery-soars-2019-

1879678

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/postal-savings-schemes-go-digital-1879675

Only 5.0pc independent directors of listed cos are women : IFC

For the fifth consecutive year, IFC, a member of the World Bank Group, has partnered with the Dhaka Stock

Exchange (DSE) as part of the global Ring the Bell for Gender Equality initiative. The annual event in Dhaka with

support from the government of Japan encourages the private sector to expand opportunities for women as

leaders, employees, entrepreneurs, and consumers to promote sustainable development. The move came as a

new IFC study showed that in Bangladesh, only five percent of all independent directors of 294 companies listed

on the DSE, are women. The study, titled Portrait of Bangladesh's Independent Directors, does however show that

around 18 percent of board seats in Bangladesh are held by female directors, which is higher than other countries

in the South Asia region. Bangladesh also tops its neighbors in the latest World Economic Forum's Global Gender

Gap Index, ranking 50th among 153 countries.

https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/stock-corporate/only-50pc-independent-directors-of-listed-cos-are-

women-ifc-1583953166
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National Tubes to make foray into metal fabrication 

National Tubes is set to erect a steel structure and fabrication unit for Tk 1.33 crore as the 51 per cent government-

owned company looks to cash in on the current construction boom surrounding the government's implementation

of myriad of development projects. The pipe manufacturer, which got listed in 1989, informed the Dhaka Stock

Exchange (DSE) yesterday. The news sent its stocks up 2.94 per cent to Tk 115.7. The company deems the new unit 

will ramp up profits, said Md Saidur Rahman, managing director of National Tubes. The unit will shape strong mild

steel suited to construction work. Fabrication is the creation of metal structures by cutting, bending and

assembling processes. It is a value-added process. About 1,000 tonnes of fabrication work will be done every year

by the unit. Some Tk 50 lakh surplus revenue may be logged from the unit in future. There is a scope for

fabrication and galvanising works for the Bangladesh Economic Zones Authority, Export Processing Zones,

Bangladesh Power Development Board, Bangladesh Rural Electrification Board, Power Grid Company of

Bangladesh, government projects and various government and non-government organisations. The initial

investment for the unit will be Tk 63.65 lakh. All the money would come from the company's own fund, according

to Rahman.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/national-tubes-make-foray-metal-fabrication-1879582

RMG buyers downsizing orders placed before: Rubana

A section of international buyers has informed the Bangladeshi apparel exporters that they would reduce their

existing export orders by 15-30 per cent amid an adverse impact of coronavirus outbreak in China and its

subsequent spreading to many other countries across the world, said Bangladesh Garment Manufacturers and

Exporters Association president Rubana Huq on Wednesday. She told reporters at a programme in Dhaka that they

were getting three types of requests, including reduction in the volume of export orders, from international

buyers due to the epidemic. Some buyers are requesting to make air shipment of export products while the others

are seeking discount on prices, she said. ‘They are arguing that demand for readymade garment products are

declining as many brand shops in the countries affected by coronavirus are shut down as a measure to contain

infection,’ she said. So, there is no doubt that the export sector will severely be affected due to the epidemic, she

said, adding that the question was now what the degree of the damage would be. The BGMEA is also in close

contact with the international buyers working in Bangladesh, she added. Rubana said that only one international

buyer, out of 41 members of buyers’ forum based in Bangladesh, said that they felt some risks in business while

others said there were no risks. Later, the lone international buyer also withdrew its observation following

communication of the BGMEA, she said.
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Virus-struck Europe poses new risk to exports 

With rapidly depleting stocks of raw materials, the outbreak of coronavirus in Bangladesh's major markets --

Europe, America and Japan -- local exporters are growing increasingly worried about their business futures. Many

buyers in these countries, which account for 70 percent of Bangladesh's exports, have shut down their offices in

the face of rapidly spreading infection of the deadly virus. Swedish retail giant H&M, which is the biggest buyer of

Bangladesh-made apparels, has ordered its Dhaka office staff to work from home and not to do any inspection at

factories at the moment after the detection of three Covid-19 patients in the country.  Every year, H&M sources

over $3 billion worth of apparel items from Bangladesh. Hoque, also a former president of the Bangladesh

Knitwear Manufacturers and Exporters' Association, is concerned as the problem has shifted to buyers' side from

supply chain disruption.

https://tbsnews.net/economy/trade/virus-struck-europe-poses-new-risk-exports-55093

China allows some firms to resume work at virus epicentre

Key companies can resume work in coronavirus-hit Wuhan, China announced on Wednesday, in another sign

authorities are confident they are winning the battle against the epidemic as they seek to revive the economy. The

decision came a day after Chinese president Xi Jinping paid his first visit to the capital of Hubei province since it

was placed under lockdown in late January after the outbreak became a national emergency. The number of daily

new cases has fallen steadily in Wuhan in recent weeks, while all other cities in Hubei have reported zero fresh

infections for several days in a row — prompting Xi to declare that the spread of the virus has been ‘basically

curbed’ in the province. Hubei’s quarantine measures, along with temporary closures of factories across the

country, caused China’s economy to come to a standstill but authorities have encouraged firms to resume work

nationwide in recent weeks. Wuhan firms that are key to ‘global industrial chains’ may do so as well, after getting

approval.
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পারিবারিক বযবসায় শীর্ ষ ককাম্পারি এ কক খাি

দেশের দেসরকারর খাশে দেেৃত্ব োেকারী প্ররেষ্ঠােগুশ ার মশযে েছশর ১০০ দকাটি ড াশররও দেরে আয় করশছ

১০টির দেরে প্ররেষ্ঠাে। এসে প্ররেষ্ঠাশের প্রায় সেই পাররোররক েেেসা। এর মশযে সেশেশয় দেরে োরষ িক আয় এ দক

খাে অ্োন্ড দকাম্পারে র রমশিশডর (এশকশক)। ওয়ার্ল্ি েোাংক গ্রুশপর অ্ঙ্গপ্ররেষ্ঠাে ইন্টারেোেো  রিেোন্স

করশপাশরেশের (আইএিরস) এক প্ররেশেেশে এ েথ্ে উশে এশসশছ। “োাং াশেে’স জারে ি িু রমড -ইেকাম

স্ট্োিাস: েে দরা  অ্ে েে প্রাইশেি দসক্টর” েীষ িক এ প্ররেশেেে গ্েকা  প্রকাে কশরশছ আইএিরস। এশে ে া

হয়, েেক্তি খাশে দেেৃত্বোো দেসে প্ররেষ্ঠাশের আয় েেশকাটি ড াশরর দেরে দসগুশ ার মশযে রশয়শছ

এশকশক, েসুন্ধরা, দমঘো, েমুো, স্কয়ার গ্রুপ, টিশক গ্রুপ, আরকজ গ্রুপ, দেক্তিমশকা, ইউোইশিড গ্রুপ, রসটি

গ্রুপ, রপএইেরপ গ্রুপ, প্রাণ ও পারশিি। আশগ্ েেেসা শুু করশে পারার সুরেযা (িাস্ট্ি মুোর অ্োডোেশিজ)

রেশয় পে িায়ক্রশম েড় হশয়শছ এসে েেেসাপ্ররেষ্ঠাে।

https://bit.ly/38F5xU9

https://www.newagebd.net/article/101921/china-allows-some-firms-to-resume-work-at-virus-epicentre
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Disclaimer

Unless otherwise stated, all information contained in this document (the
“Publication”) shall not be reproduced, in whole or in part, without the prior &

specific written permission/consent of Shanta Securities Limited.

Shanta Securities Limited makes its best effort to ensure that the content in the
Publication is accurate and up to date at all times. Shanta Securities Limited
makes no warranty, representation or undertaking whether expressed or implied,
nor does it assume any legal liability, whether direct or indirect, or responsibility
for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information that contain in
the Publication. It is not the intention of the publication to be used or deemed as
recommendation, option or advice for any action(s) that may take place in future.

Lending Vol.

Highest Lowest Weighted avg. (BDT Crore)

10-Mar-20 5.5 4.50 5.21 1,138

9-Mar-20 5.5 4.50 5.15 1,510

8-Mar-20 5.5 4.50 5.11 1,652

5-Mar-20 5.5 4.50 5.11 1,773

4-Mar-20 5.5 4.50 5.1 1,734

3-Mar-20 5.5 4.50 5.11 1,804

2-Mar-20 5.5 4.50 5.11 1,772

Source: Bangladesh Bank

Date
Call Money Rate

Currency Buying Selling

USD 85.0 85.0

EUR 95.8 95.8

GBP 109.6 109.7

AUD 55.3 55.3

JPY 0.80 0.80

CAD 61.9 61.9

SEK 8.92 8.92

SGD 61.0 61.1

CNH 12.2 12.2

INR 1.15 1.15

Source: Bangladesh Bank

Exchange Rates


